Data Exchange
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Managing oil & gas revenue data is essential to every business operation. Getting this right can save
time and money, and increase operational efficiency.

The Challenge
Managing large amounts of data, especially from multiple sources, can be tedious, time-consuming, and
costly. Traditionally this data is provided in paper form containing hundreds of pages of information that’s
unstructured and inconsistent across providers, and can’t be easily uploaded into your accounting system.
The process for distribution and consumption of data is cumbersome and involves significant manipulation.
Due to the time-consuming and error-prone task of manually entering hundreds, if not thousands, of data
points each month, more time must be spent reviewing for discrepancies and assuring quality data;
all before any operational analysis can begin.
Add the growing complexity of analysis and reporting and you have a real and growing data
management challenge.

The Solution
With over 1.3 million owner/operator connections and the industry’s largest inventory of electronic Oil
and Gas revenue data, Data Exchange is a secure cloud-based service for royalty owners, working interest
partners, and oil and gas asset managers to process data faster, with less cost and higher accuracy.
Eliminate tedious and time consuming manual entry, and start increasing visibility into operations with
automatic import of component level detail.

Whether you want all of your Revenue Check Details, JIB Statements, Run Tickets & Statements, or
Gas Plant Data delivered real time in standard CDEX or on-demand in customized CSV, XLS, XML, GPEX and
CODE file formats –Data Exchange is your single source for high-quality, consistently structured electronic data.
With extensive file customization options, you now have one central location to receive all your revenue,
check stub, or gas plant data in the ERP-ready file format to meet your reporting needs.
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Revenue Detail

Joint Interest Bill (JIB)

Run Ticket & Run Statement

Gas Plant Statement

Gas Balancing

Document Conversion Services

Features

Benefits

Drive Efficiency and Accuracy

Cut processing time by +50 percent! Electronic data
transfer reduces mistakes, delays, and reconciliation
time and frees up staff for higher-value tasks.

Gain Visibility

Easy access to historical data streamlines trending and
forecasting. Faster processing time means revenue and
expense data are available into as little as three days for an
accurate view of asset status.

Improve Client Relations

Timely payments and accurate statements drive higher
levels of client satisfaction.

Enhanced Security

Data encryption during delivery and storage along with
SSAE 16 SOC 1 Type II standard compliance protects
sensitive financial data.

